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There are numerous recent and ongoing experiments employing a variety of atomic species to
search for couplings of atomic spins to exotic fields. In order to meaningfully compare these exper-
imental results, the coupling of the exotic field to the atomic spin must be interpreted in terms of
the coupling to electron, proton, and neutron spins. Traditionally, constraints from atomic experi-
ments on exotic couplings to neutron and proton spins have been derived using the single-particle
Schmidt model for nuclear spin. In this model, particular atomic species are sensitive to either
neutron or proton spin couplings, but not both. More recently, semi-empirical models employing
nuclear magnetic moment data have been used to derive new constraints for non-valence nucleons.
However, comparison of such semi-empirical models to detailed large-scale nuclear shell model cal-
culations and analysis of known physical effects in nuclei show that existing semi-empirical models
cannot reliably be used to predict the spin polarization of non-valence nucleons. The results of our
re-analysis of nuclear spin content are applied to searches for exotic long-range monopole-dipole and
dipole-dipole couplings of nuclei leading to significant revisions of some published constraints.
INTRODUCTION
There are numerous recent and ongoing atomic physics
experiments searching for exotic spin-dependent cou-
plings (see, for example, Refs. [1–9] and also Chapter 18
of Ref. [10] for a review). Such couplings are generated in
a wide variety of theories postulating new physics beyond
the Standard Model: for example, theories incorporat-
ing new scalar/pseudoscalar or axial vector interactions
[11–13], long-range torsion gravity [14–16], violation of
Lorentz and CPT symmetries [17], spontaneous breaking
of Lorentz symmetry [18], unparticles [19, 20], and so on.
Experimental searches for exotic spin-dependent in-
teractions utilize a wide variety of atoms and nuclei.
In order to compare experimental sensitivities to new
physics it is essential to determine how constraints on
atomic spin-dependent interactions relate to constraints
on atomic constituents. Here we address this essential
question: how are experimental constraints on exotic
spin-dependent couplings of atoms related to constraints
on protons, neutrons, and electrons?
In particular, the most difficult problem is the re-
lationship of constraints on exotic spin-dependent cou-
plings of various nuclei to constraints on constituent nu-
cleons, which requires input from nuclear theory. For
the most part, experiments have been interpreted using
the nuclear shell model [21–23] in the single-particle ap-
proximation (the Schmidt model [24]), but more recently
semi-empirical models relying on measured nuclear mag-
netic moments have been widely applied [13, 25–28]. One
of the central points of the present work is that semi-
empirical models have only limited applicability and can
in many cases lead to inaccurate results, in particular
for estimates of the proton(neutron) spin contribution
to the nuclear spin of nuclei with even numbers of pro-
tons(neutrons). Where available, detailed nuclear shell
model calculations can be applied to give more accu-
rate estimates of nuclear spin content (see, for example,
Refs. [29–31] for reviews). In the course of our survey of
nuclear spin content and the reliability of semi-empirical
estimates, we derive new constraints on exotic long-range
monopole-dipole and dipole-dipole interactions.
EXOTIC ATOMIC DIPOLE MOMENTS
We parameterize the spin couplings to new physics in
terms of an exotic atomic dipole moment χ = χaF re-
lated to coupling constants χe, χp, and χn for the elec-
tron, proton, and neutron, respectively (it is generally
assumed that such couplings do not follow the same scal-
ing as magnetic moments). In the following we also as-
sume the new physics does not couple to orbital angular
momentum. The nucleon coupling constants χp and χn
can in turn be related to quark and gluon couplings via
measurements and calculations based on quantum chro-
modynamics [32–34].
The relationship of the expectation value for total
atomic angular momentum 〈F〉 to electron spin 〈Se〉 and
nuclear spin 〈I〉 can be reliably estimated for the ground
states of most low-to-intermediate mass atoms based on
the Russell-Saunders LS-coupling scheme:
〈F〉 = 〈Se〉+ 〈L〉+ 〈I〉 ,
=
〈Se · F〉
F (F + 1)
〈F〉+
〈L · F〉
F (F + 1)
〈F〉+
〈I ·F〉
F (F + 1)
〈F〉 ,
(1)
where L is the orbital angular momentum. It follows that
for the exotic atomic dipole moment coupling constant
χa,
χa = χe
〈Se ·F〉
F (F + 1)
+ χN
〈I · F〉
F (F + 1)
, (2)
2where χN is the exotic nuclear dipole coupling constant
which can be expressed in terms of χp and χn.
The projection of Se on F can be calculated in terms
of eigenvalues of the system according to:
〈Se · F〉 =
〈Se · J〉
J(J + 1)
〈J ·F〉 , (3)
=
[J(J + 1) + Se(Se + 1)− L(L+ 1)][F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)]
4J(J + 1)
, (4)
where J = Se + L, and the projection of I on F is given
by
〈I · F〉 =
1
2
[F (F + 1) + I(I + 1)− J(J + 1)] . (5)
The next problem is a more difficult one: what is the
relationship between χN and the nucleon coupling con-
stants, χp and χn? As noted in the introduction, a first
estimate can be obtained from the nuclear shell model
for odd-A nuclei [35] by assuming that the nuclear spin
I is due to the orbital motion and intrinsic spin of one
nucleon only and that the spin and orbital angular mo-
menta of all other nucleons sum to zero [36]. This is the
assumption of the Schmidt or single-particle model [24].
In the Schmidt model the nuclear spin I is generated by
a combination of the valence nucleon spin (Sp or Sn) and
the valence nucleon orbital angular momentum ℓ, so that
we have
χN =
〈Sp,n · I〉
I(I + 1)
χp,n , (6)
=
Sp,n(Sp,n + 1) + I(I + 1)− ℓ(ℓ+ 1)
2I(I + 1)
χp,n , (7)
where it is assumed that the valence nucleon is in a well-
defined state of ℓ and Sp,n. To date, most atomic ex-
periments searching for spin-dependent interactions have
employed the Schmidt model for interpretation of their
results.
However, it is well known that nuclear magnetic mo-
ments are only partially predicted by the Schmidt model,
since in most cases it is a considerable oversimplification
of the nucleus. Thus, in general, the nuclear spin content
and magnetic moment cannot be described by a single
valence nucleon in a well-defined state of ℓ and Sp,n.
One approach to understanding the spin content of nu-
clei is the application of rather complex and sophisticated
large-scale nuclear shell model calculations, which have
been carried out for a number of nuclei [30]. These shell
model calculations can be compared to a wide variety of
experimental data: energy level spectra, electromagnetic
moments (magnetic dipole, electric quadrupole, magnetic
octopole, etc.), transition rates, and atomic hyperfine
structure, which collectively inform the accuracy of the
models. Clearly, where available, these calculations are
the most reliable model of nuclear spin content presently
available. However, there are many nuclei of interest for
which detailed shell model calculations to predict spin
content have not yet been carried out, and so there have
been several attempts to predict nuclear spin content us-
ing semi-empirical estimates [13, 25–28] in order to inter-
pret experiments.
SEMI-EMPIRICAL MODELS BASED ON
MAGNETIC MOMENTS
In general, there are four different contributions to nu-
clear spin: the intrinsic spin of protons and neutrons,
σpI = 〈Sp〉 and σnI = 〈Sn〉, respectively, as well as
the orbital angular momentum of protons and neutrons,
σℓpI = 〈ℓp〉 and σℓnI = 〈ℓn〉, respectively, where:
σp + σn + σℓp + σℓn = 1 . (8)
The exotic dipole moment coupling constant χN is re-
lated to χp and χn via:
χN = χnσn + χpσp . (9)
The nuclear magnetic dipole moment, or, equivalently,
the nuclear g-factor gI , can be ascribed to the intrinsic
magnetic moments of the nucleons as well as their orbital
motion:
gI = gpσp + gnσn + gℓpσℓp + gℓnσℓn , (10)
where gp and gn are the spin g-factors for the proton and
neutron, respectively, and gℓp and gℓn are their orbital
g-factors. For bare nucleons gp ≈ 5.586, gn ≈ −3.826,
gℓp = 1, and gℓn = 0 [36]. It is apparent that if nuclear
spin content is to be determined from the empirical val-
ues of the nuclear spin and magnetic moment, additional
assumptions beyond Eqs. (8) and (10) are required.
In the Schmidt model for odd-A nuclei, the nuclear
ground state properties are determined by a single va-
lence nucleon (either a proton or neutron: p, n), and thus
1 = σs + σℓ , (11)
gI = gsσs + gℓσℓ , (12)
3where s refers to the spin of the valence nucleon and ℓ
refers to its orbital angular momentum. Standard an-
gular momentum relations for a state with total angular
momentum = I, spin = 1/2, and orbital angular momen-
tum = ℓ [Eq. (7)] give zeroth-order approximations for
the I = ℓ+ 1/2 case:
σ(0)s =
1
2ℓ+ 1
, (13)
σ
(0)
ℓ =
2ℓ
2ℓ+ 1
, (14)
and for the I = ℓ− 1/2 case:
σ(0)s = −
1
2ℓ+ 1
, (15)
σ
(0)
ℓ =
2ℓ+ 2
2ℓ+ 1
, (16)
which using Eq. (12) yield the Schmidt model predictions
for nuclear g-factors [37].
Alternatively, Eqs. (11) and (12) can be combined with
the experimentally measured gI and the bare nucleon g-
factors to extract a semi-empirical prediction for the spin
content, which is the approach of Engel and Vogel [25]
(hereafter denoted the EV model):
σs =
gI − gℓ
gs − gℓ
, (17)
σℓ =
gI − gs
gℓ − gs
. (18)
The EV model is based on the assumption that the even
system of nucleons (protons in odd-neutron nuclei and
vice versa) carries little orbital or spin angular momen-
tum.
Flambaum and Tedesco [26] introduced an alternative
semi-empirical model (hereafter denoted the FT model)
based on entirely different set of assumptions: the spin-
orbit interaction is neglected and it is assumed that inter-
nucleon forces conserve the total spin of neutrons and
protons separately from the total orbital angular momen-
tum, such that
σ(0)s = σp + σn , (19)
σ
(0)
ℓ = σℓp + σℓn . (20)
In the “minimal” FT model [13, 26–28], changes to the
orbital angular momenta predicted by the Schmidt model
are neglected, so for nuclei with valence neutrons
σp =
gI − gnσ
(0)
s
gp − gn
, (21)
and for nuclei with valence protons
σp =
gI − σ
(0)
ℓ − gnσ
(0)
s
gp − gn
, (22)
and σn can be obtained from Eq. (19). In the “preferred”
FT model [13, 26–28], it is assumed that the total angu-
lar momentum of protons is conserved separately from
neutrons, so that for valence protons σp + σℓp = 1,
yielding
σp =
gI − gnσ
(0)
s − 1
gp − gn − 1
, (23)
and for valence neutrons σp + σℓp = 0,
σp =
gI − gnσ
(0)
s
gp − gn − 1
, (24)
and again σn can be obtained from Eq. (19).
The critical question in regards to the use of these semi-
empirical models to constrain exotic spin-dependent in-
teractions of protons and neutrons is the accuracy of the
calculated values of σn and σp. In the next section, we
consider the application of these semi-empirical models
to different nuclei of interest to assess their reliability.
CASE STUDIES
3He
A well-studied case is 3He [38], for which there have
been both experimental determinations [39] and detailed
shell model calculations (see, for example, Refs. [40–43]
and references therein) of the contribution of neutron and
proton spin polarization to the total spin of the 3He nu-
cleus. Furthermore, 3H is a mirror nucleus of 3He, which
allows comparisons that aid the understanding of the nu-
clear structure considerably [37, 38]. The ground state
wave function is predominantly 2S1/2.
The measurement of deep inelastic scattering of polar-
ized electrons from a spin-polarized 3He target reported
in Ref. [39] found the neutron spin polarizations to be
in excellent agreement with the calculations of Refs. [40–
43], and explains the departure from the expectation of
the Schmidt model primarily as the result of two impor-
tant factors: configuration mixing [44] that admixes a
small amount of the 4D1/2 state into the ground state
and exchange effects related to virtual meson currents
that quench the effective magnetic moments of the nu-
cleons within the nucleus [46–49]. Configuration mixing
is known to be especially important in nuclei with nom-
inal s1/2 ground states because of the relatively strong
mixing with d-states [37, 44].
Table I compares the results from various calcula-
tions and highlights key problems with the semi-empirical
models. Both versions of the FT model underestimate
the importance of orbital angular momentum of nucle-
ons, since spin-orbit coupling (which evidently plays an
important role in nuclear structure [36]) is neglected. The
4TABLE I: Comparison of nuclear spin content and magnetic
moment for 3He as predicted by the single-particle Schmidt
model [24], the semi-empirical EV model [25], the minimal
and preferred semi-empirical FT models [26], and full-scale
shell model calculations [41, 43]. For brevity only the total
fraction of nuclear spin arising from orbital angular momen-
tum, σℓ = σℓn+σℓp is listed. The superscript ∗ indicates that
the magnetic moment from experiment [45] has been used
as input. For simplicity all calculations have been truncated
after three decimal places, except the results from Ref. [41]
where uncertainties were determined by comparison to exper-
imental data.
Model σn σp σℓ gI
Schmidt [24] 1.000 0.000 0.000 -3.826
EV [25] 1.112 0.000 -0.112 -4.255∗
FT minimal [26] 1.046 -0.046 0.000 -4.255∗
FT preferred [26] 1.051 -0.051 0.000 -4.255∗
Mirror nuclei comp. [25] 1.044 -0.162 0.118 0.261∗
Full-scale shell [41] 0.87(2) -0.027(4) 0.16(2) -4.220
Full-scale shell [43] 0.856 -0.029 0.173 –
EV model neglects polarization of the even system of
nucleons (protons in the case of 3He), since it ascribes
the difference between the Schmidt model prediction of
gI and the experimental value entirely to configuration
mixing within the odd system of nuclei.
Both empirical models systematically overestimate the
contribution of neutron spin to the nuclear spin, which
is related to the fact that neither of the semi-empirical
models discussed in the previous section account for ex-
change effects. In fact, Engel and Vogel [25] were aware of
the importance of exchange effects, and used experimen-
tal information from mirror nuclei to refine their model
to include exchange effects for 3He and obtained the re-
sults shown in the fifth row of Table I, which, however,
still substantially disagree with the full-scale shell model
calculations.
9Be
In the case of 9Be, according to the shell model in the
jj-coupling scheme [35], there are 2 protons in the un-
filled p3/2 shell and 3 neutrons in the unfilled p3/2 shell,
while similarly in the LS-coupling scheme the nucleons
occupy the 2P3/2 ground state [50]. The ground states
of light nuclei tend to be better approximated by the
LS-coupling scheme (in which single-particle spin-orbit
coupling is neglected) rather than by the jj-coupling
scheme (in which inter-nucleon forces are neglected), but
9Be is already within the intermediate coupling regime
TABLE II: Comparison of nuclear spin content and mag-
netic moment for 9Be as predicted by the single-particle
Schmidt model [24], the individual particle model [53], the
semi-empirical EV model [25], the minimal and preferred
semi-empirical FT models [26], and a full-scale shell model
calculation [55].
Model σn σp σℓ gI
Schmidt [24] 0.333 0.000 0.667 -1.275
Individual particle [53] 0.289 0.044 0.667 -0.768
EV [25] 0.205 0.000 0.795 -0.785∗
FT minimal [26] 0.281 0.052 0.667 -0.785∗
FT preferred [26] 0.275 0.058 0.667 -0.785∗
Full-scale shell [55] 0.238 0.000 0.762 -0.779
[37, 50, 51]. Consequently, configuration mixing is im-
portant.
Because of strong inter-nucleon forces, in cases like
9Be where there are multiple nucleons outside closed
shells, the single-particle approximation of the Schmidt
model which ascribes the ground-state nucleon proper-
ties to a single valence nucleon is often too extreme
and a less restrictive assumption, referred to as the in-
dividual particle model [37, 52, 53], is more appropri-
ate. In the individual particle model, given an even
number of protons(neutrons) Ne and an odd number of
neutrons(protons) No in equivalent states outside closed
shells with No > Ne, the ground state with isotopic spin
T = (Ne −No)/2 has a probability of a proton occupying
the valence state of
β ≈
Ne
(2I + 1)(2T + 2)
(25)
and a probability of the neutron occupying the valence
state of α = 1− β. If No < Ne,
β ≈
2I + 1−Ne
(2I + 2)(2T + 2)
. (26)
Note that the individual particle model prediction for gI
of 9Be is in good agreement with the experimental value
[54].
Detailed shell-model calculations for 9Be have also
been carried out [55, 56], and point to a very different
picture of the 9Be nucleus (which, in fact, was already
basically understood in the 1950’s [50]): the core of the
nucleus is best described as a pair of α particles (4He
nuclei) and there is a valence neutron outside the core.
The core possesses some orbital angular momentum and
thereby affects gI through the orbital motion of the pro-
tons (contributing about +0.19 to gI), but the only ap-
preciable contribution from intrinsic spin comes from the
valence neutron (whose state is affected by configuration
5mixing). As can be seen from Table II, in the case of
9Be, the EV model gives better agreement with the full-
scale shell model calculation than either version of the
FT model or the individual particle model, since core
polarization of proton spin is found to be negligible in
this particular case.
39K
For nuclei that are a single nucleon away from a dou-
bly closed shell, meaning that the shell is full in both the
jj-coupling scheme and the LS-coupling scheme, config-
uration mixing should be minimal and the magnetic mo-
ment should be well-described by the Schmidt model. A
good example is 17O which has 8 protons (a magic num-
ber) and 9 neutrons (one away from a magic number),
with the valence neutron in a d5/2 state, whose measured
magnetic moment [54] is within 1% of the Schmidt model
value.
This is also the case for 39K, which has 20 neutrons (a
magic number) and 19 protons (one away from a magic
number). The valence proton (or, perhaps, proton “hole”
in this case) is in a d3/2 state. However, the agreement
between the Schmidt model value and the measured mag-
netic moment is considerably worse in the case of 39K
as compared to 17O. The main cause of this disagree-
ment is that for odd-proton nuclei the magnetic moment
is modified by velocity-dependent forces related to spin-
orbit coupling [57, 58]: in the presence of an electromag-
netic field the proton momentum p must be replaced by
p − eA(r)/c, where A(r) is the vector potential at the
position r of the proton, e is the proton charge, and c is
the speed of light. In the case of 39K this effect shifts gI
from the Schmidt value of gI = 0.083 to gI ≈ 0.223 [57],
in much better agreement with the experimental value of
gI = 0.261 [54]. This correction does not apply to valence
neutrons, which explains why the Schmidt model’s mag-
netic moment prediction agrees so well with experiment
for 17O. None of the semi-empirical models discussed ac-
count for this effect, which can have a dramatic impact
on their estimates for odd-proton nuclei. Further cor-
rections to the 39K magnetic moment due to relativistic
effects and meson exchange effects [47] yield the estimate
gI ≈ 0.243, within ≈ 7% of the experimental value.
In addition to the EV and FT models, another semi-
empirical estimate can be obtained from the mirror nuclei
comparison carried out by Engel and Vogel [25], which
should account for exchange effects and correction to the
proton magnetic moment reasonably well. Table III com-
pares Schmidt model results, semi-empirical estimates,
and results of a detailed perturbation-theory calculation
[59] based on the methods of Towner [60]. The estimates
for σp are in relatively good agreement (within ≈ 50% of
one another) but the σn estimates agree poorly with the
perturbation theory calculations and the mirror nuclei
TABLE III: Comparison of nuclear spin content and magnetic
moment for 39K as predicted by the single-particle Schmidt
model [24] with and without spin-orbit, relativistic, and ex-
change corrections to the magnetic moment [47], the semi-
empirical EV model [25], the minimal and preferred semi-
empirical FT models [26], an estimate from comparison with
mirror nuclei properties [25], and a detailed perturbation
theory calculation [60] carried out with two different spin-
dependent residual interaction potentials, labeled I and II
[59].
Model σn σp σℓ gI
Schmidt [24] 0.000 -0.200 1.200 0.083
Schmidt (µ corr.) [47] 0.000 -0.200 1.200 0.243
EV [25] 0.000 -0.161 1.161 0.261∗
FT minimal [26] -0.019 -0.181 1.200 0.261∗
FT preferred [26] -0.021 -0.179 1.200 0.261∗
Mirror nuclei comp. [25] 0.037 -0.131 1.094 0.261∗
Perturbation I [59] 0.034 -0.131 1.097 0.280
Perturbation II [59] 0.036 -0.123 1.087 0.124
comparison estimate.
129Xe and 131Xe
There have been a number of detailed, large-scale shell
model calculations of σn, σp, σℓp, and σℓn for
129Xe and
131Xe [61–65] (see Table IV) which can be compared to
the semi-empirical models. This comparison for these
relatively heavy nuclei with considerable configuration
mixing again highlights the shortcomings of the semi-
empirical models: the essential point is that the assump-
tions used in the semi-empirical models are not generally
satisfied. The assumption of the EV model that restricts
configuration mixing to system of odd nucleons is not
satisfied: the xenon isotopes exhibit significant mixing
between neutron and proton states. The FT model as-
sumption of negligible spin-orbit coupling is also clearly
not satisfied in the xenon isotopes: in 129Xe for example,
configuration mixing generates a very significant contri-
bution of neutron and proton orbital angular momen-
tum to the nuclear spin, whereas the FT models assume
the contribution is zero. In particular we would like to
draw attention to the fact that none of the semi-empirical
models predict any contribution of orbital angular mo-
mentum of the even system of nucleons (σℓp in the case
of 129Xe and 131Xe) to the nuclear spin, whereas all the
shell models predict a relatively large σℓp. As a result,
the semi-empirical predictions for σp in
129Xe and 131Xe
are grossly inaccurate, and it can be inferred that they
cannot reliably be used for prediction of σp in heavy odd-
6TABLE IV: Predictions of the fractional contribution of neutron and proton spins (σn and σp, respectively) and neutron and
proton orbital angular momentum (σℓp and σℓn, respectively) to the nuclear spin of
129Xe and 131Xe for the Schmidt model
[24], semi-empirical models [25, 26], and from detailed large-scale shell model calculations [61–65] (Bonn A and Nij. II refer
to two different inter-nucleon force models employed in Ref. [61]). Also listed for comparison are calculated values of the
nuclear g-factors (the superscript symbol ∗ indicates that the nuclear g-factors were input as constraints from experiment in
the semi-empirical calculations).
129Xe 131Xe
σn σp σℓn σℓp gI σn σp σℓn σℓp gI
Schmidt [24] 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -3.826 -0.200 0.000 1.200 0.000 0.765
EV [25] 0.407 0.000 0.593 0.000 -1.556∗ -0.120 0.000 1.120 0.000 0.461∗
FT minimal [26] 0.759 0.241 0.000 0.000 -1.556∗ -0.168 -0.032 1.200 0.000 0.461∗
FT preferred [26] 0.730 0.270 0.000 0.000 -1.556∗ -0.164 -0.036 1.200 0.000 0.461∗
Shell (Bonn A) [61] 0.718 0.056 -0.228 0.454 -1.966 -0.151 -0.006 1.048 0.110 0.653
Shell (Nij. II) [61] 0.600 0.026 -0.370 0.744 -1.402 -0.145 -0.008 1.009 0.143 0.653
Shell [62] 0.546 -0.004 0.226 0.230 -1.600 -0.083 -0.0005 0.945 0.139 0.453
Shell [63–65] 0.658 0.020 -0.644 0.966 -1.440 -0.181 -0.006 1.273 -0.086 0.573
neutron nuclei (nor for prediction of σn in heavy odd-
proton nuclei).
133Cs
The valence proton of 133Cs is nominally in a g7/2
state, but considerable configuration mixing is expected
[37, 44], along with renormalization of magnetic moments
due to velocity-dependent forces [57, 58] (as discussed in
regards to the case of 39K). Large-scale shell model cal-
culations have been performed for 133Cs [62, 66] and are
compared to the semi-empirical model predictions in Ta-
ble V. Predictions of the Schmidt, semi-empirical, and
shell model calculations are in reasonable agreement for
the values of σp and σℓ, but again there is significant dis-
agreement in predictions of the spin polarization of the
even system of nucleons, σn.
199Hg and 201Hg
To our knowledge, there are no large-scale shell model
calculations for 199Hg or 201Hg, atoms of considerable
interest for use in searches for exotic spin-dependent in-
teractions [1, 67, 68]. The valence neutron of 199Hg is in
a p1/2 state, for which configuration mixing coupling con-
stants are nominally zero [37, 44], so the Schmidt model
is expected to give a reasonable approximation of the nu-
clear spin content. Indeed, the Schmidt model prediction
for the magnetic moment is much closer to the experi-
mental value for 199Hg (within ≈ 20%) than for 129Xe,
131Xe, or 201Hg. Meson-exchange effects are expected to
TABLE V: Comparison of nuclear spin content and magnetic
moment for 133Cs as predicted by the single-particle Schmidt
model [24], the semi-empirical EV model [25], the minimal
and preferred semi-empirical FT models [26], and a detailed
large-scale shell-model calculation [62].
Model σn σp σℓ gI
Schmidt [24] 0.000 -0.111 1.111 0.490
EV [25] 0.000 -0.057 1.057 0.738∗
FT minimal [26] -0.026 -0.085 1.200 0.738∗
FT preferred [26] -0.029 -0.082 1.200 0.738∗
Large-scale shell [62] 0.006 -0.091 1.135 0.820
Large-scale shell [66] 0.0006 -0.064 1.063 –
contribute only a small correction to the 199Hg magnetic
moment [47–49], so most likely the residual discrepancy
between the Schmidt model value for gI and the experi-
mental value is due to higher-order configuration mixing
terms. Although the semi-empirical model predictions
for σn are all relatively close to one another (Table VI), as
we have seen in the examples discussed above, the semi-
empirical models cannot accurately ascertain the relative
contribution of proton spin (σp) and orbital motion (σℓp
and σℓn). The valence neutron of
201Hg is nominally in
a p3/2 state and so significant configuration mixing is ex-
pected [37, 44], and once again the semi-empirical models
are in stark disagreement as to corrections to the Schmidt
predictions for spin content.
7TABLE VI: Comparison of nuclear spin content and magnetic moments for 199Hg and 201Hg as predicted by the single-particle
Schmidt model [24], the semi-empirical EV model [25], and the minimal and preferred semi-empirical FT models [26].
199Hg 201Hg
σn σp σℓn σℓp gI σn σp σℓn σℓp gI
Schmidt [24] -0.333 0.000 1.333 0.000 1.275 0.333 0.000 0.667 0.000 -1.275
EV [25] -0.265 0.000 1.265 0.000 1.012∗ 0.097 0.000 0.903 0.000 -0.373∗
FT minimal [26] -0.305 -0.028 1.333 0.000 1.012∗ 0.237 0.096 0.667 0.000 -0.373∗
FT preferred [26] -0.302 -0.031 1.333 0.000 1.012∗ 0.226 0.107 0.667 0.000 -0.373∗
EXOTIC LONG-RANGE MONOPOLE-DIPOLE
COUPLINGS
To extract constraints on exotic spin-dependent in-
teractions from recent searches it is also crucial to ex-
amine the details of the measured experimental signa-
ture. As a first example, we re-analyze constraints on
long-range monopole-dipole couplings. Assuming the
monopole-dipole coupling originates from one-boson ex-
change within a Lorentz-invariant quantum field theory,
a light scalar/pseudoscalar field generates a monopole-
dipole potential V9,10(r) of the form (the subscript is in
reference to enumerated potentials in Ref. [12]):
V9,10(r) =
gXp g
Y
s ~
8πmXc
SX · rˆ
(
1
rλ
+
1
r2
)
e−r/λ , (27)
where gXp is the dimensionless pseudoscalar coupling con-
stant for particle X , gYs is the dimensionless scalar cou-
pling constant for particle Y , mX is the mass of particle
X , r is the displacement vector between X and Y , λ is
the range of the new force, ~ is Planck’s constant, c is
the speed of light, and SX is the intrinsic spin of particle
X in units of ~. Assuming a long-range force (communi-
cated by a massless boson) we may approximate λ→∞,
which gives for the monopole-dipole potential:
V9,10(r) =
gXp g
Y
s ~
8πmXcr2
SX · rˆ . (28)
If the new scalar/pseudoscalar field is considered to be
an additional component of gravity, as suggested by cer-
tain scalar-tensor extensions of general relativity based
on a Riemann-Cartan spacetime [69–72], the interaction
could be considered a coupling of spins to gravitational
fields. The dominant gravitational field in a laboratory
setting is that due to the Earth, which generates a spin-
dependent Hamitonian with the nonrelativistic form [13]:
Hg = kX
~
c
SX · g , (29)
where kX is a dimensionless parameter setting the scale
of the new interaction for particle X and g is the acceler-
ation due to gravity. If the strength of the pseudoscalar
coupling is the same as that of the usual tensor com-
ponent of gravity, kX ≈ 1 [13], setting the scale for the
energy difference between opposite spin orientations with
respect to g at ≈ 4× 10−23 eV (corresponding to a spin
precession frequency of ≈ 10−8 Hz). The connection be-
tween Eqs. (28) and (29) is obtained by integrating the
contribution of all the constituent particles making up
the Earth (∼ME/mp, whereME is the mass of the Earth
and mp is the proton mass):
kX ≈
gXp gs
8πmXgR2E
ME
mp
, (30)
where RE is the radius of the Earth. Note that in the
above estimate there is an implicit assumption about
scalar coupling to constituent particles in the Earth: we
have assumed equal scalar coupling (gs) to protons and
neutrons, which we also assume to have nearly equal
abundance in the Earth, and neglect scalar coupling to
electrons. Of course other assumptions could be made
that would change the extracted limits.
Presently the best constraints on long-range monopole-
dipole couplings of nuclear spins are obtained from the
experiment of Venema et al. [67] comparing spin pre-
cession of mercury isotopes (199Hg and 201Hg) and the
experiment of Wineland et al. [73] measuring hyperfine
transitions in 9Be+ ions. Both experiments searched for
the coupling of spins to the mass of the Earth. In the shell
model 9Be, 199Hg and 201Hg all have valence neutrons,
and so the above experiments are principally sensitive to
neutron couplings (see Fig. 1).
The experiment of Venema et al. [67] explicitly con-
strains the quantity
Aǫ′ < 3.0× 10−21 eV , (31)
where A is the strength of the monopole-dipole interac-
tion,
A ≈
gXp gs~
16πmXcR2E
ME
mp
≈ kX
~g
2c
, (32)
and
ǫ′ = ǫ201 −
g201
g199
ǫ199 , (33)
8where g201/g199 = −0.369139 expresses the ratio of the
Hg Lande´ g-factors and ǫ199 and ǫ201 parameterize the
exotic spin coupling of the Hg nuclei.
The estimated values of σn from the Schmidt model
and semi-empirical estimates agree to within ≈ 20% for
199Hg and to within a factor of 2 for 201Hg (Table VI).
Furthermore, from our survey of nuclear spin content in
the previous section, we have found that the Schmidt
model estimates of the contribution of the valence nu-
cleon to the nuclear spin are generally within a factor of
two of the results of large-scale shell structure calcula-
tions. Thus we estimate that σn(
199Hg) = −0.3(1) and
σn(
201Hg) = +0.3(1), and from these values compute ǫ′
for the neutron:
ǫ′n = σn(
201Hg)−
g201
g199
σn(
199Hg) = 0.2(1) , (34)
The resulting constraint on long-range monopole-dipole
couplings of the neutron is shown in Fig. 1, and the limit
on the spin-gravity coupling parameter kn is given by
kn . 10
3 . (35)
The experiment of Wineland et al. [73] constrains the
frequency shift between the 9Be+ 2S1/2 |F = 1,M = 0〉
and 2S1/2 |F = 1,M = −1〉 states caused by a long-range
monopole-dipole interaction. The expectation values of
the nuclear and electron spin projections along the quan-
tization axis for the |F = 1,M = 0〉 state are zero, and
for the |F = 1,M = −1〉 state:
〈σe〉z =
1
2
, (36)
〈σN 〉z = −
5
6
. (37)
The frequency shift when the leading magnetic field was
reversed relative to g was constrained to be < 13.4 µHz
(or in energy units < 5.5×10−20 eV). The full-scale shell-
model calculation of Arai et al. [55] found that σn ≈ 0.24
(Table II), which should be accurate to better than ≈
10%, resulting in the constraint on long-range monopole-
dipole couplings of the neutron shown in Fig. 1, about
an order of magnitude less stringent than that obtained
from Ref. [67].
In the case of 199Hg and 201Hg, since no reliable es-
timate of σp is available, no constraint on proton cou-
plings can extracted from the measurements reported in
Ref. [67]. In the case of 9Be, the shell model calculation
of Arai et al. [55], along with the considerations of nu-
clear structure discussed in the previous section, indicate
that 9Be likely has vanishingly small proton spin polar-
ization, and so again no limits on proton couplings can be
obtained. This is in contrast to previous analysis [7, 13]
that reported proton limits based on the FT model.
Constraints for the proton can be obtained from the
experiment by Youdin et al. [68] that searched for
laboratory-range monopole-dipole couplings between a
475-kg lead mass and the spins of 133Cs and 199Hg atoms.
In Ref. [68], the results of the experiment were inter-
preted to constrain electron and neutron spin couplings.
Since in the shell model 133Cs has a valence proton, the
Schmidt model, semi-empirical models, and large-scale
shell model calculations are all in reasonable agreement
concerning the value of σp for
133Cs. Thus the experi-
ment by Youdin et al. [68] establishes the first laboratory
constraints on long-range monopole-dipole (spin-gravity)
couplings of the proton:
gppgs
~c
. 3× 10−28 (38)
for a range of & 20 cm, and
kp . 3× 10
8 . (39)
The corresponding constraints are shown in Fig. 1.
Constraints on long-range monopole-dipole couplings
of neutrons and protons can be compared to recent ex-
periments searching for long-range monopole-dipole cou-
plings of electrons using a spin-polarized torsion pendu-
lum [2], which obtained the constraint ke < 10 from
searching for a Se · g correlation. By searching for a
long-range monopole-dipole interaction where the source
mass was the sun, the constraint gepgs/(~c) < 2 × 10
−36
was established [2].
The above analysis is of particular relevance to our
ongoing experiment to search for a long-range monopole-
dipole (spin-gravity) coupling of Rb spins to the mass of
the Earth [7]. In our experiment, we measure the ratio
of the difference between the 87Rb and 85Rb precession
frequencies in the ground state F = 2 and F = 3 states
divided by their sum,
R =
Ω87 − Ω85
Ω87 +Ω85
. (40)
Measurement of the ratio R eliminates or reduces sev-
eral common-mode sources of noise and systematic er-
ror. Taking the difference between R for a leading mag-
netic field parallel with g and anti-parallel with g yields
a signal proportional to the spin precession frequency
caused by nonmagnetic interactions. Ultimately the sen-
sitivity of the experiment to long-range monopole-dipole
couplings, δk, is related to the sensitivity to anomalous
frequency shifts, δΩ. The sensitivity of the experiment
to proton couplings can be estimated based on the σp
value from the Schmidt model, taking into account the
fractional contribution of the nuclear spin to the total
atomic spin given by Eq. (2). The valence nucleons of
87Rb and 85Rb are protons, so the Schmidt model’s es-
timate of σp should be reliable to within a factor of two,
yielding
δkp ≈ 3× 10
2 × δΩ(µHz) , (41)
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FIG. 1: Laboratory constraints (shaded blue, from Refs. [67, 68, 73]) on monopole-dipole (scalar-pseudoscalar) couplings
between nucleons, |gpgs| /~c, as a function of the range λ of the interaction (gp and gs are the pseudoscalar and scalar coupling
constants, respectively). Astrophysical constraints for baryon couplings (excluded parameter space shaded grey) are from
the recent analysis of Raffelt (2012) [74]. The plot on the left shows constraints on proton couplings, where presently only
astrophysical bounds apply, and the plot on the right shows constraints on neutron couplings. Note that based on the re-analysis
carried out in this work, this plot is significantly different from the plot published in Ref. [7].
If our experiment can achieve sub-µHz sensitivity to
anomalous frequency shifts, our sensitivity to proton
spin-gravity couplings would exceed existing laboratory
constraints by six orders of magnitude. Note that be-
cause of these reconsiderations of the nuclear spin con-
tent, the updated parameter exclusion plot shown in
Fig. 1 is significantly different from the parameter ex-
clusion plot published as Fig. 1 in Ref. [7].
While in this section we have focused our attention
on the case of long-range monopole-dipole interactions,
we note that there are also a number of experiments
that search for short-range monopole-dipole interactions
using a variety of experimental methods: for example,
the study of spin-relaxation of polarized 3He [75], nu-
clear magnetic resonance studies with 129Xe and 131Xe
[9] and 3He [76], and measurements of ultracold neu-
trons [77, 78]. None of the constraints listed are affected
by our analysis, since they either used neutrons directly
or reliable shell-model calculations for their estimates of
nuclear spin content.
EXOTIC LONG-RANGE DIPOLE-DIPOLE
COUPLINGS
As a second example, we consider a long-range dipole-
dipole coupling V3(r) between nuclei, which can be gen-
erated by a pseudoscalar field (again the subscript is in
reference to enumerated potentials in Ref. [12]):
V3(r) =
gXp g
Y
p ~
2
16πmXmY c2
[
SX · SY
(
1
λr2
+
1
r3
)
− (SX · rˆ)(SY · rˆ)
(
1
λ2r
+
3
λr2
+
3
r3
)]
e−r/λ . (42)
If the exchange boson is assumed to be nearly massless,
the range of the interaction λ→∞ and we obtain
V3(r) =
gXp g
Y
p ~
2
16πmXmY c2r3
[SX · SY − 3(SX · rˆ)(SY · rˆ)] .
(43)
There have been two recent experiments [4, 79] nom-
inally searching for laboratory-scale dipole-dipole inter-
actions between polarized neutrons.
The experiment of Glenday et al. [79] measured the
spin precession frequencies of 3He and 129Xe in a dual-
species maser as the polarization of a nearby dense 3He
gas was reversed. The authors of Ref. [79] assessed the
nuclear spin content using the FT approach for 129Xe
(which had been applied to 129Xe in an earlier work [80])
and measurements of deep inelastic scattering of elec-
trons for 3He [39]. The constraints can be re-assessed
using the values of σn and σp from the latest, largest-
scale shell-model calculations for 129Xe [63–65], leading
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TABLE VII: Constraints on long-range dipole-dipole couplings of neutrons and protons, using the parameterization of Eq. (43).
Constraints on proton spin couplings based on 129Xe are re-interpreted using the latest large-scale shell model calculations of
σn and σp [63–65]. For calculations related to
3He, the values of σp and σn from Ref. [41], reliable to within a few percent, are
used.
System [Ref.] gnp g
n
p /(4pi~c) g
n
p g
p
p/(4pi~c) g
p
pg
p
p/(4pi~c)
3He / 129Xe [79] < 3.5 × 10−7 < 1.4× 10−6 < 3.1× 10−3
3He / 3He [4] < 5.8× 10−10 < 1.7× 10−8 < 4.9× 10−7
to the limits listed in Table VII.
In the experiment of Vasilakis et al. [4] a spin-exchange
relaxation free (SERF) comagnetometer [81, 82] using
39K and 3He was used to search for exotic dipole-dipole
couplings to a nearby dense 3He gas. In the analysis
carried out in Ref. [4], only the 3He spins were consid-
ered and the analysis focused on neutron-neutron cou-
plings (again using the nuclear spin content determined
by Ref. [39]). In the SERF regime, the valence electron
of 39K is rapidly kicked between the ground state F = 2
and F = 1 hyperfine levels by spin-exchange collisions
and therefore the effective fraction of atomic spin due to
nuclear spin polarization is given by the weighted average
of the nuclear spin polarization in the two ground state
hyperfine levels: σN = 5/8. The SERF comagnetome-
ter has similar sensitivity to magnetic field couplings for
39K and 3He (in the experiment described in Ref. [4] the
magnetometric sensitivity reached ∼ 0.5 aT). However,
it is crucial to note that the similar magnetometric sensi-
tivity translates into different energy sensitivities for the
two species due to the different magnetic moments of 39K
and 3He: the sensitivity of 39K to exotic spin couplings
is reduced by a factor of ∼ 130 as compared to 3He (the
ratio of the magnetic moments taking into account the
statistical weighting between 39K ground-state hyperfine
levels due to the rapid spin-exchange collisions). Because
of this factor, in spite of the larger σp for
39K as com-
pared to 3He, constraints from this experiment on exotic
couplings to 3He spins are more sensitive to proton cou-
plings than those derived from exotic couplings to 39K.
The derived constraints on long-range dipole-dipole cou-
plings for neutrons and protons are shown in Table VII.
(It should be noted that in the re-interpretation of the
constraints from the experiments of Glenday et al. [79]
and Vasilakis et al. [4], the original species analyzed in
the experiments are used and as such a simple re-scaling
from theory can be applied without re-examination of the
statistical or systematic error analysis.)
To put these constraints into context, the previous best
limit reported in the literature for a long-range exotic
dipole-dipole coupling of the form expressed in Eq. (43)
between protons was that obtained by Ramsey using
spectroscopy of molecular hydrogen [83]: gppg
p
p/(4π~c) <
2.3 × 10−5. The results obtained by Vasilakis et al. [4]
combined with re-analysis of the nuclear spin content
improve these constraints by a factor of ∼ 50. These
new constraints on exotic proton dipole-dipole couplings
are quite reliable since they are derived from the well-
measured and understood σp of
3He. Note that the con-
straints on long-range exotic dipole couplings of electron
spins are far more stringent: the spin-polarized torsion
pendulum experiment of Ref. [3] reports gepg
e
p/(4π~c) <
2.2× 10−16.
THE GLOBAL NETWORK OF OPTICAL
MAGNETOMETERS TO SEARCH FOR EXOTIC
PHYSICS (GNOME)
As a final point, we consider a new experimental effort
being initiated to search for exotic spin-dependent inter-
actions that produce transient signals [84, 85]. While
a single comagnetometer system, such as the SERF co-
magnetometer described in Refs. [4, 81, 82], could detect
such transient events, it would be exceedingly difficult to
confidently distinguish a true signal generated by hereto-
fore undiscovered physics from “false positives” induced
by occasional abrupt changes of comagnetometer opera-
tional conditions (e.g., magnetic-field spikes, laser-mode
jumps, electronic noise, etc.). Effective vetoing of false
positive events requires an array of comagnetometers.
Furthermore, there are key benefits in terms of noise sup-
pression and event characterization to widely distributing
the comagnetometers geographically. The Laser Interfer-
ometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) collab-
oration has developed sophisticated data analysis tech-
niques [86] to search for similar correlated “burst” sig-
nals from a worldwide network of gravitational wave de-
tectors, and we have recently demonstrated that these
data analysis techniques can be applied to data from syn-
chronized comagnetometers [85]. Our proposed comag-
netometer array, the Global Network of Optical Magne-
tometers to search for Exotic physics (GNOME), would
be uniquely sensitive, for example, to cosmic events gen-
erating coherent bursts or waves of a heretofore undiscov-
ered field [16], to correlated noise produced by a fluctuat-
ing [87] or oscillating [88] background field whose time-
averaged value is zero, or passage through topological
defects such as pseudoscalar domain walls [84]. Eventu-
ally, the GNOME will consist of at least five dedicated
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atomic comagnetometers located at geographically sepa-
rated stations.
Construction and testing of a prototype sensor for the
GNOME is presently underway. The design is based on
the SERF comagnetometer scheme developed by Roma-
lis, Kornack, and colleagues [4, 6, 81, 82]. Our prototype
sensor will utilize coupled 3He and 87Rb spins, which, ac-
cording to the analysis presented here, offers sensitivity
to exotic electron, neutron, and proton spin couplings.
Based on Eq. (2) and the surrounding discussion com-
bined with the values of σp and σn from the Schmidt
model for 87Rb and the values of σp and σn for
3He [41],
the exotic dipole moments for 3He and 87Rb in terms of
χe, χn, and χp are given by:
χ
(
87Rb;F = 2
)
=
1
4
χe +
3
4
χN (44)
= 0.25χe + 0.25χp , (45)
χ
(
87Rb;F = 1
)
= −
1
4
χe +
5
4
χN (46)
= −0.25χe + 0.42χp , (47)
χ
(
3He
)
= 0.87χn − 0.03χp . (48)
Due to the averaging over 87Rb hyperfine levels due to
rapid spin-exchange collisions in the SERF regime, the
effective exotic atomic dipole moment for 87Rb is given
by
χ
(
87Rb
)
= 0.06χe + 0.31χp . (49)
As noted previously in our discussion of the SERF co-
magnetometer scheme, in order to determine the relative
sensitivity of 87Rb and 3He to new physics the reduction
in sensitivity of 87Rb relative to 3He by the ratio of the
magnetic moments must also be taken into account. As
a result, the GNOME will be most sensitive to exotic
spin-dependent couplings to neutrons, with sensitivity to
proton couplings (primarily arising from the σp of
3He)
reduced by a relative factor of ∼ 30 and sensitivity to
electron couplings reduced by a relative factor of ≈ 2000.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have analyzed nuclear spin content
for several nuclei of interest in searches for exotic spin-
dependent interactions and assessed the reliability of
semi-empirical models [13, 25–28] that employ nuclear
magnetic moment data to derive spin content of nuclei.
We find that, based on physical processes known to be
important in nuclear structure and comparison to large-
scale shell model calculations, the assumptions of the
semi-empirical models are not generally satisfied and thus
their predictions are inaccurate, especially for spins of
non-valence nucleons. An essential problem for the semi-
empirical models is systematic error in the estimation
of nucleon orbital angular momentum. Applying revised
nuclear spin content to results of previous experiments,
we have re-derived constraints on long-range monopole-
dipole (spin-gravity) and dipole-dipole interactions. In
particular, we have corrected previously reported con-
straints on long-range monopole-dipole couplings of the
proton [7, 13] and established new laboratory bounds on
exotic monopole-dipole couplings between protons at a
range of & 20 cm based on the work of Youdin et al.
[68]. We have also found that the experiment of Vasilakis
et al. [4] constrains long-range exotic dipole-dipole cou-
plings between protons over an order of magnitude more
stringently than previously reported in the literature. In
general, the interpretation of experiments searching for
exotic spin-dependent interactions of nuclei would greatly
benefit from more detailed nuclear theory calculations
that could more reliably predict nuclear spin content.
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